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Practicing Questioning Techniques Activity Sheet

Directions:  After you have read and discussed the Jack and the Beanstalk Fact Packet and named some possible 
witnesses, identify the goal your side is trying to achieve.  If you are trying to prove that the Defendant is not 
guilty, you are on the Defense side. If you are trying to prove that the Defendant is guilty, you are on the side of 
the Prosecution.  Fill in the goal you want to achieve. Then brainstorm three direct questions for the witnesses on 
your side that you think will help you reach your goal, and three leading questions of the witnesses for the other 
side that will help you reach your goal.  You can brainstorm as a whole team, in small groups, or individually.

Possible *Witnesses: (*Name two for each side.)

Witnesses for the Defense:   1)_______________________________ 2)__________________________________
                    
Witnesses for the Prosecution:   1) ______________________________ 2) _______________________________               

Our goal is to prove that Jack is   _____________________ of criminal trespass.
     Guilty or Not Guilty

Three direct questions:

1.__________________________________________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Three leading questions:

1.__________________________________________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.__________________________________________________________________________________________

Direct Examination Questions Activity Sheet

Directions:  Make a list of the questions you would ask your witness to make sure he/she tells his/her whole story.  
Direct Examination Questions are questions you ask the witnesses who are on your side.

Example: 

Question - Can you tell the jury what happened on the morning of the incident?

Answer - I was sitting on my porch when I saw a young boy running very fast because he was being chased by a 
bigger boy.  

Witness Name: _____________________________________

What are you trying to prove with your questions of this witness? ____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Possible Direct Questions and Answers:  

1.__________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

3.__________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

            

Feel free to write more on a separate page or on the back of this page.  
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